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DOWNTOWN L.A. JEWELRY DISTRICT TOUR
Downtown Los Angeles has the second-largest
jewelry district in the nation, after New York City.
To the surprise of visitors to Downtown as well
as many urban experts, most of the buildings of
the old “historic core” were not disturbed by later
development.
Newer buildings and skyscrapers are mainly
located to the west and northwest of the old
theatre district which not only stands but houses
over 5,000 vendors and jewelry suppliers while still maintaining it’s charming
1930’s aesthetic. But how do you find anything downtown? It can be scary to
even park!
On April 11th we invite our members down into the heart of the old historic core
of DTLA. Throughout the day
we will tour some of its popular
vendors and some of its more
obscure ones too. We will cover
about 20 vendors, point out
other interesting spots and spill lots of secrets along the way.

Wednesday, April 11th, 2018
10am – 3:30pm

Join us in our fourth year of unlocking the secrets of the Downtown Los
Angeles Jewelry District. This very
special tour takes place in the middle
of the week on a Wednesday, when
we will see the district in it’s most
natural state. BUSY. We will be sharing
information you can’t find online or
anywhere else. You’ll learn who to visit
for your Tools, Casting, Mold making,
Plating, Findings, Laser welding, Mold making, Laser engraving, Diamond/stone
vendors and more! Some vendors even do little demonstrations of their skills.
AND because it’s a Wednesday we will enjoy many different lunch options at the
weekly Farmers Market in Pershing Square.

MASSC MEMBERS ONLY - FREE - Meeting location in the heart of the district to be disclosed after RSVP
RSVP BY APRIL 4th to Angelina Smith: massc.president@gmail.com with the subject Jewelry Tour
Helpful Tips - Folks coming from out of the area can connect to the purple/red line into Los Angeles and exit onto Pershing Square Station. We encourage

you to use the Metro Trip Planner to help plan your trip. If you plan on doing some shopping, make sure to bring cash as most of the retailers and vendors we will
be visiting accept only cash payments. Also please remember that this is a large downtown metropolitan area with a diverse population. Don’t dress up.

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Angelina Smith

Greetings fellow smiths &
jewelry enthusiasts!

The Swap & Shop event last weekend

was REALLY neat. It was great to see so
many faces despite the threat of showers
from the weather report. It turned out to
be quite a pretty day full of friends, tools &
equipment at great prices, and tales from
the Yuma Symposium. There were some
really excellent tools to select from but I had
my eye on a programmable Paragon kiln.
I’ve been wanting one really bad because
I’m planning on doing some controlled kiln
soldering, and now I can!
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Got great feedback from the participants,
we all got to unload old tools while making
a little money, or trading for different tools.

If you didn’t get a chance to participate
in the Swap & Shop, don’t worry! It’s been
approved as an annual event. Thanks to
all the volunteers that made this event a
success.
Other new exciting news, we’re adding
CLASSIFIEDS to the newsletter so members
can advertise used (but in good working
condition) tools for sale. You’ll see a couple
items up for sale in this newsletter issue,
but if you would like to submit something
to the classifieds for the next issue:
Photograph the item, Title the item, Write
a brief description of the item, Price the
item, List your contact email address (no
phone numbers please), and then send that
information to Elise Preiss, our newsletter
editor, at Massc.Editor@gmail.com by
April 17th 2018 for placement in the May/
June issue. Tools and supplies only; No
finished jewelry and let’s avoid any harmful
chemicals.
We had a great response to the Jewelry
Challenge from everybody this year; almost
80 people registered for the Challenge!
Boxes were just mailed out on Feb 28th and
mine already came. I haven’t decided which
of the three themes I’m going to choose.
The options were Steampunk, Art Deco, and
Egyptian, so don’t forget that you need to
pick one of those themes. The guidelines

for the Jewelry Challenge can be seen here:
http://www.massconline.com/article/jewelrychallenge-2018. Remember that the earliest
anybody can turn in their creation is April 13, and
the last chance to submit is 5PM Apr. 27, Friday.
Keep an eye out for emails with updates about
the Jewelry Challenge Luncheon.
The next upcoming event is on April 11th and is one of my
favorites. The DOWNTOWN LA JEWELRY DISTRICT TOUR! Yaaay.
This will be this event’s 4th year and will be for Members Only.
RSVP to me, Angelina Smith: Massc.President@gmail.com with
the subject JEWELRY TOUR by April 4th so we can send you
updated event info when registration closes.
Hope to see you all at the DTLA Jewelry Tour!

We are still looking for our new

Hospitality Volunteer

This is a great volunteer position. Everybody is always happy to see the person that brings
the coffee and snacks and you get to attend all events for free. This means being able to
audit workshops (but not fully participate). Duties include purchasing the snacks and event
foods and keeping the hospitality bins stocked with coffee, tea, and utensils, showing up
to events early for setup. MASSC reimburses all hospitality expenses.

Email Massc.President@gmail.com if you are interested!

Improve production accuracy with layout dye

by John Rose of 2Roses

TIPS AND TRICKS

Accuracy is a big deal in the jewelry world. We work
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in an extremely small scale, where big problems can
accrue from slight inaccuracies. All of this starts when
the metalsmith lays out the design’s components for
fabrication. More often than not, a guide and felt tip
pen are the tools of choice. No question that these will
work, but they don’t provide the best accuracy, particularly when sawing metal is involved.
Layout Dye is used extensively in the metalworking industry for, well, layout, because it is very inexpensive, reliable and accurate.
These alcohol-based dyes come in a multitude of colors, are fast and easy to
apply and clean up. Most importantly, the dye provides a highly visible, very
accurate line to cut to that won’t smudge or wipe off while cutting.
Layout dye is commonly available in liquid jars and aerosol cans at any metals store and many hardware stores. Cleanup is as simple as a quick swipe
with alcohol and a paper towel.
To use the dye, brush or spray a thin coat on the workpiece. Because it is alcohol based, the dye will dry very quickly. Once dry, mark the layout on the
workpiece by lightly scribing a line with a scriber or
any sharp finely pointed
object. This will create a
bright visible sharp thin
line on the workpiece. The
advantage of this method
Is the line is very visible
from any angle and lighting condition. Where accuracy is concerned there
is a much tighter tolerance
in a thin scribed line than
the varying width of a felt
pen line. This can make
a substantial difference
in accuracy if the cut line
strays from the outside of
Dykem is a popular brand of layout dye.
the line to the inside.

Most fluid bottles have a built-in applicator
brush.

To apply dye, simply brush a thin coat on your
workpiece.

Dye is alcohol based, which dries completely in Scribe layout lines using a guide and any sharp
about 30 seconds.
implement.

EVENTS REVIEW
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39th Yuma Symposium
Rachel’s 18k Gold Yuma
My Yuma Symposium Experience
By Rachel Shimpock

I describe Yuma lovingly as the dirty Metalsmith BBQ
in the desert. It’s casual, fun and totally respected artists from many media are accessible and generous with
their time and process information. Yuma is an organized
mish-mash of lectures and demonstrations and gallery
that span all art media, but Metals is usually the focus.
I was introduced to Yuma by the queen of Yuma herself:
Kristin Beeler of LBCC Fame. She
loves her some Yuma and she
loves to see the many friends
that come from all over. My first
year, she brought a small group
and lovingly said to us that she
was glad to bring us but once
we got there she wanted to see
her people from afar. In Long
Beach, she said, we can see

each other any time so go and meet new people!! It was the BEST advice about Yuma I ever
got. I have met so many new people and continue to! I pride myself in passing on the Beeler
wisdom to many other new Yuma-newbies.
Yuma is a unique opportunity to meet makers
you would never have an opportunity otherwise.
For instance, one year I was roomless and I had
the pleasure of being taken in by Autumn Brown,
then of ECU. For many years now I have had the
pleasure to stay at the historic Hotel Coronado
with her and a varying cast of others that have
also become sisters and brothers in arms!
Every year, I declare to Autumn I don’t know
how…but every year is more epic than the last.
Whoa nelly…I had no idea the level of epic Yuma
was to be this year! The 39th Annual Yuma Symposium held in Yuma, AZ was another hit! Jam
packed with stellar speakers, excellent artwork
and the best people around! I was excited to
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meet Jayden Moore of platter
fame he did not disappoint,
showing great slides of his pieces along with all the casual fun
facts about the ups and downs
of the making of the work.
Dunkon Yoon’s lecture was as
captivating as his delicate flapping feather rings. He silenced
a room with a lovely 5-minute
video of him assembling one of
his small machines. I’m sure I’m
not alone when I say I love seeing the progress of work especially in time lapse video.
Yuma is the place my Metal peeps and I can “nerd out” about
our beloved craft! Our poor spouses, friends and family
that pretend to be devastated with us when we tell them
through nose tears we melted a silver hinged pendant in
the last solder! In Yuma, the person you tell that same story
to buys you a drink and helps you cry into it! They get it! For
one weekend the non-makers are the weirdos! Ahhhhhhh
so great! Plus, tacos and trade pins! The Pin Swap was crazy
fun as usual! A showcase of clever and craft all in the spirit of
sharing! I love the pin swap because it’s an open forum for
the very new and the very experienced to trade work. Missing this year was the “Vest” James Thurman from Texas, who
inspired me to rock a stylish vest to the swap so I have an
open canvas to pin!
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This year I had several irons in the fire. It is my 18th year of
Yuma so I hosted a 18k Gold Treasure Hunt. I gave out scrolls
with hunt info in lieu of pins. I decided to hide 18K tortilla
chips and street taco necklaces all around the symposium
to celebrate my
18k year! The idea
was to post clues
on Instagram.
I was inspired
by Zach Letzenberg’s SNAG hunt
in Boston. Good
idea, except the
Wi-Fi in Yuma
is less than desirable so: clues got
held up, finders got delayed, campers were woken early but hell that’s
Yuma! They were all found and all were happy! Next was
the solder sprints: teams of three relay style race a ring in
three steps. I was going strong for the style award. I went on
Amazon and searched gold chain print clothing…after sorting through many, many questionable crop-top jumpsuits I
found them!! I ordered and in they came a 2-piece “jogger”
suit. White polyester amazement with big chain print and
Gucci stripe cuffs?? Jogger in what world I don’t know? One
of the chains was a I.D. Bracelet that said Dennise, that was it,
my team had a name: Team Dennise Don’t Give a Flux! (name
only funny to metals peeps yay!) I had no idea we would
also take FIRST place!!! (Maybe because Deb Lozier was not

present to complete the magic
trifecta of Cooperman and Steve?)
Historical!!! Chris
Platzgraff(sp?)
could barely speak
the words! It was
awesome, I’m not going to lie. I love Yuma more than I can
say, winning with and in the presence of some of the best
friends I have made in a place I love with all my heart is a
memory I will treasure for the rest of my life. It’s a serious
honor to me. Even better we had two teams run from CSULB
one took 2nd place! So proud! Oh, Yuma I’ve said it before
and I will say it again…I can’t believe it could get more epic!
Stay tuned for next year to find out how! Yuma never disappoints and next year Yuma turns 40…. not to be missed! See
you at Lutes!
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Yuma Symposium “Pin Swap”
By Diane Weimer

As usual, LaVerne Christenson and I arrived at Old Town YUMA for the
Yuma Symposium about 3:30. After checking into the Hilton Garden Inn a
couple of blocks from Old Town we headed off to Lutes Casino. As always
the air was electric with people scurrying “to and fro” with their trays of
pins preceding them as they wound their way through the crowd as a
snake would through a field.
We immediately went to the back to register and get our packet. Once
done, it was time to find our Tucson friends, Hilary, Mary, Jennifer and a
girl who was brand new to the event, Ying Cho.
I must say, the pins were unsually well crafted this year. Ingenious design
and creative use of materials was the standard. I especially like LaVerne’s
as she had created a flower by simple cutting the 1” copper square then
splaying it out into petals, solder slightly, enameling it twice and placing
a dichroic glass ball at the center. I traded with a student who had cast
the words METAL. Sali Katz had motel room keys all over her jacket and
used them for her pins. John and Corliss Rose had beautiful polymer clay
pins. I picked the black and white one.. Gorgeous!!
So many more lovely designs and colors…. Many people had denim vests
that they attached the newly acquired pins to and wore them for the
remaining days.
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METALSMITHS IN FLORENCE
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GRANULATION IN ITALY
Hello Fellow Metalsmiths!

Florence, we go on a private wine tasting tour to the
Chianti region to two wineries (one being in a 12th
century castle!), we savor local tuscan fare, and so
much more!

Popping in here to talk about balls, tiny balls, golden
balls. Yes, you guessed it, this Fall the Metalsmiths in
Florence workshop will be focusing on the technique of
GRANULATION.
Along with learning the ancient technique of granulation,
we will- above all- learn how to confidently use gold
in our jewelry designs...from crucible prep, to the
alloying, melting, forming, and soldering of the gold from
Giovanni, our master Florentine goldsmith. We will then
move on to learning the ancient technique of attaching
those little gold granulation balls to our jewelry designs.
But in reality, so many other techniques, tips, and tricks
are taught during this weeklong workshop as well such
as bezel setting, soldering, forming, etc…the list is long!
I mean, how often do you get one-on-one interaction
with a master Florentine goldsmith with over 50 years
experience in jewelry making? Just think, getting to
combine our love of metalsmithing and living like a local
in Italy... a priceless experience to be sure.

During this amazing weeklong metalsmithing experience,
we stay in a frescoed 14th century palazzo in the heart
of the artisan neighborhood of Florence, we enjoy a
privately guided tour of the exquisite Duomo museum of
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There are two separate weeks to choose from:
September 23-30
OR
September 30-October 7
I would love to have you join us this Fall…for all
the details and pricing, just shoot me an email at
monica7873@gmail.com and I’ll send you all the
information you need.
Make your 2018 the BEST!
Ciao!
Monica Branstrom

MASSC Vision Statement
Shaping the future by preserving metal art heritage, discovering new methods
while sharing our knowledge and resources.
MASSC Mission Statement
To educate the Community, inspiring and challenging those who seek excellence in jewelry and metal arts, while providing educational, visual material
and experiential connections.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
President
Angelina Smith		
massc.president@gmail.com
VP/Program Chair Erin Proctor		
massc.vp@gmail.com
Recording Secy
Betsy Manheimer 		
bmanheimer@roadrunner.com
Corresp. Secy
Jennifer Polson		
jnoslop@gmail.com
Treasurer
Toni Federe		
ladyink@cox.net
Membership
Monica Branstrom
join.massc@gmail.com
San Diego Rep
Carol Sivets
619-281-6447 ladysmith@fastmail.fm
Hospitality Chair Vacant
massc.hospitality@gmail
Video Archives
Nancy Jo Stroud		
uniquesbynj@cox.net
Newsletter
Elise Preiss		
massc.editor@gmail.com
Newsletter Assitant Pat Wierman		
goddesswoman@hotmail.com
Board Members at Large
Kristina Grace		
kristinagracedesigns@gmail.com
Trish McAleer		
tmcaleer@cox.net
Raminta Jautokas		
raminta@flash.net
Ketarah Shaffer 949-495-4622 ketarah.massc@gmail.com
Diane Weimer		
diaweimer@gmail.com

MASSC web site: www.massconline.com
MASSC Instagram: @metalartssociety
MASSC on FaceBook: http://www.facebook.com/groups/134035216002/
MASSC serves the needs and interests of artists working in metals and provides an
environment for the exchange of information, instructional workshops, demonstrations,
lectures, and panel discussions. Annual dues Jan1- Dec 31); Regular Member, $30;
Family, $45; Full-time Student $20.
Membership forms are available at www.MASSConline.com
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FOR SALE BY MEMBERS
Loretone Tumbler
Single 4 lb. capacity barrel.

CLASSIFIED

Base dimensions: 6.5”W x 10.25” L
4 lb Barrel ID: 3-1/2” Depth, 5-3/4” Dia.
Various tumbling media included
$60
Contact Angelinagetsmail@gmail.com
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Oxygen acetylene torch & tanks (full)
$300
Contact e.batchelder@cox.net

Kerr Centrifical Casting Machine

Includes: Kerr Rubber Mixing Bowl
6 Flasks, 6 Rubber Bases, Striker
3 Crucibles, Galvanized Steel Surround
Wood Base
$300
Contact jeanlee33@att.net

2Roses Micro-Deburring Tool

The 2R Micro-Deburring tool is specifically designed to
quickly and efficiently remove burs created when drilling
small holes in nonferrous metals. This is a specialized tool
designed and made by jewelers for jewelers.
To use, insert blade in hole and rotate tool counterclockwise to remove burr. Tool is sharp and only mild
pressure is required. Tool comes with two blades that
fit a wide range of micro hole sizes commonly used in
producing jewelry.Blades will last for years under normal
use and can be resharpened.
Replacement blades are also available from 2Roses.com
$38. FREE SHIPPING
Contact John@2Roses.com

MARK YOUR C ALENDAR

EVENTS / MEMBERS EVENTS / WORKSHOPS
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Ongoing
Deb Jemmott occasionally offers small classes
in her home studio a bit north of Escondido.
If you would like to receive notification of the
dates / times of future classes, please contact
Deb metalsmithdeb@gmail.com and ask to be
on her email list.
March 10th, 2018
OPEN STUDIO Diane Weimer’s Studio
Long Beach, CA.
$100, 9am-4pm
Send check to reserve a spot.
20% off for CASH day of.
Contact diaweimer@gmail.com
April 17th, 2018
MASSC Newsletter Deadline
send material to
massc.editor@gmail.com
April 11th, 2018
MASSC Downtown LA Jewelry district tour.
Watch your inbox for more info.
April14-15th, 2018
Diane Weimer’s Garage workshop
Bette Barnett, Steel and Gold, A love affair
April 21st, 2018
MASSC Boardmeeting
Sunday 10:00am - 12:00pm
All welcome

April 27-28-29th, 2018
Diane Weimer’s Garage workshop

Pauline Warg, Raising a small bowl
Covered in this class will be:
-preparation and layout for raising
-in depth explanation and demonstration of
tools used for the process
-information and demonstration on sinking,
crimping, raising and planishing as a finishing
technique
-proper use and care of silversmithing tools
-how to refinish hammers and stakes
-creating bases, handles and rims for small
bowls and how to attach them
$425
For more details go to www.dianeweimer.com
or contact me at diaweimer@gmail.com
May 12th, 2018
OPEN STUDIO Diane Weimer’s Studio
Long Beach, CA.
$100, 9am-4pm
Send check to reserve a spot.
20% off for CASH day of.
Contact diaweimer@gmail.com

May 23rd-26th, 2018
Made - SNAG conference
Portland, OR
June 2nd, 2018
OPEN STUDIO Diane Weimer’s Studio
Long Beach, CA.
$100, 9am-4pm
Send check to reserve a spot.
20% off for CASH day of.
Contact diaweimer@gmail.com

June 3rd, 2018
MASSC Boardmeeting
Sunday 10:00am - 12:00pm
All welcome
June 11-15, 2018
Genevieve Flynn Studio Kansas City, MO
Jeanie Pratt, Designs in Woven Metal
June 21-24, 2018
Silvera Jewelry School Berkeley, CA
Jeanie Pratt, Designs in Woven Metal

Mark your calendar continued from p10
June 23rd, 2018
2Roses Kimono Print Pendant Workshop
A polymer clay workshop by Corliss Rose
The Bowers Kidseum, second floor
1802 N. Main Street, Santa Ana CA 92706
Across the street from the Bowers Museum
$50. (all inclusive) for members of the Bead Society of
Orange County and The Metal Arts Society of Southern
California.
This workshop has been formatted for absolute beginners and is also well suited for confident beginners or intermediate level students. Learn precision cutting, forming and finishing as you create this lovely pendant. Fee
includes clay and related supplies. A limited number of
clay rolling machines are also available for use by absolute beginners. Email corliss@2roses.com for registration
and complete description.

June 24th, 2018
MASSC Jewelry Challenge Luncheon
Aug. 25-26th, 2018
Diane Weimer’s Garage workshop
Richard Salley, Clasps and Hinges
Sept. 14-15-16-17th, 2018
Diane Weimer’s Garage workshop
Anne Havel, Torch Fire Enamel
Oct. 12-13-14-15th, 2018
Diane Weimer’s Garage workshop
Deb Karash, Drawing on Metal
Have a private class/workshop that you would like to advertise? As a MASSC
member you can advertise your class in our newsletter!
Send event details to massc.editor@gmail.com
Deadline to be included in May/June Newsletter is April 17th.
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A MASSC Membership’s

BENEFIT
10% Allcraft Jewelry Supply
Discount!!
Allcraft’s Tevel Herbstman is offering
MASSC members 10% discount on list
priced items. This includes all tools and
supplies with exception of fine sheet
metals, findings and fine wire products.
Tevel says “After you obtain a price
from another supplier, call me last to get
a quote from me.”


Allcraft Jewelry Supply
(212) 279-7077

MASSC Video Library
Now Available on DVD

Petsmith

The MASSC video library currently has 20 videos on DVD of past workshops
that members can check out. These DVDs are direct videotapes of actual
workshops and have not been edited. Watching a MASSC workshop video is
akin to being there in person.

Elise Preiss - Enameling with Decals
Pauline Warg- Carved Bezels
Jillian Moore - Resin in 3D
Sarah Doremus- Kinetic Jewelry
Charity Hall - The Brooch Approach
Demo Day 2011 - 5 demos
NC Black Micro-Shell Forming
Alison Antleman - Custom Clasps
Belle Brooke Barer - Sculptural Hollow Ring
Diane Falkenhagen - Mixed Media Techniques for Jewelry
Leslee Frumin - Classy Clasps
Mary Lee Hu - Weaving and Chains
Charles Lewton-Brain - Fold Forming
Betsy Manheimer - Fold Forming
Trish McAleer - Metal Corrugation
Bruce Metcalf - Jewelry Alternatives
Ben Neubauer - Wire Fabrication
Harold O’ Connor - Surface Embellishments &
Efficient Workshop Methods
Katherine Palochak - Tufa Casting
2Roses - Metal Patination
Carol Sivets - Metal Reticulation
Lisa Slovis Mandel - Hydraulic Press
Carl Stanley - Cuff Bracelet
Pauline Warg - Metal Beads
Wayne Werner - Stone Setting
Betty Helen Longhi - Forming Techniques
Jeanne Jerousek McAninch - Chain Making
A $20 donation is necessary to check out each DVD. This includes the use of the
DVD plus 2-way shipping. There is no additional security deposit. Members can
keep each DVD for up to 30 days. Videos can be checked out on the MASSC website
at www.massconline.com. Click the “Video Library” link on the home page.
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Share your petsmith with our members,
send a photo with a brief note to

massc.editor@gmail.com

Did you change your email?

Don’t miss your MASSC newsletter and workshop announcements.
Send changes to Monica Branstrom join.massc@gmail.com

